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Section 1: Summary

1.1 Introduction
This conservation plan concentrates upon St Fillan’s Mill situated in the
conservation area of Killin. The objectives of the plan are multi-faceted and
include the following:
-

To ascertain the heritage merit or significance of the given asset
To determine the physical condition or vulnerability of the asset
To explore a ‘vision’ for the asset
To suggest appropriate conservation policies to secure the asset
To identify issues relevant in preparing a Feasibility Study / Business Plan
To assist in funding applications and responsible financial management

Producing a conservation plan is consequently advocated by a number of official
organisations and funding bodies such as Historic Scotland and the Heritage
Lottery Fund.
This plan follows the template provided by the Heritage Lottery
Fund in their advisory publications Conservation Plans for Historic Places (1998)
and Conservation Management Plans (2005), with adaptation to suit the asset.
It should be recognised that the conservation plan is not a fixed document;
instead, this document should be reviewed and modified to suit developments as
deemed appropriate.

1.2 Conclusions
-

-

St Fillan’s Mill is a good example of a former water powered grain mill
constructed in the mid-nineteenth century.
The former mill is the only example in Killin and one of a small number in
the wider region.
The building is the most substantial physical survivor of the village’s
industrial rural past.
The mill is a landmark at the picturesque Falls of Dochart and plays a very
important role in the character and appearance of the Killin Conservation
Area in the Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park.
The site has strong associations with St Fillan and was home to his
Healing Stones.
The future use of the mill is key to the survival of the asset and its
contribution to the local community.
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Section 2: Background

2.1 Note on Authorship
The conservation plan addresses the current condition and vulnerability of the St
Fillan’s Mill. It was conducted by Sonya Linskaill RIAS RIBA, architect and
independent conservation consultant on behalf of Killin & Ardeonaig Community
Development Trust (KAT).
Note: the intellectual property rights of this work are held exclusively by the author;
no information or images should be taken or given to a third party without express
permission of the author. All photographs were taken by the author (2012) unless
otherwise stated. Ordnance Survey mapping is reproduced courtesy of Stirling
Council licence ref: 100020780 (2012) and Loch Lomond & the Trossachs
National Park Authority licence ref: 100031883 (2011). Maps remain under Crown
copyright, for reference purposes only.

2.2 Methodology & Consultation
The methodology of research comprises of a balance between desk study and site
survey. Research took place at Stirling Archives, the National Library of Scotland
Map Library (NLS) and the Royal Commission for Ancient and Historic Monuments
of Scotland (RCAHMS).
Consultation took place with the following principal stakeholders:
-

Killin & Ardeonaig Community Development Trust (KAT) and the Old Mill
Steering Group
Stirling Council: Asset Management; Building Standards
Loch Lomond & The Trossachs National Park Authority (NPA)
Historic Scotland
Stirling District Tourism Ltd.

The process proved to be most beneficial in terms of understanding the asset and
issues pertaining to its conservation. It is recommended that this conservation
plan be circulated amongst those consulted to ensure continuity of interest and
initiative.
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2.3 Introduction to the Asset
St Fillan’s Mill is situated in the historic Highland village of Killin. It is a stone built
3-storey water mill constructed in around 1840 by the Marquis of Breadalbane and
designed for grain milling. Purchased by the former Stirling District Council in
1988, the mill was converted as a tourist information centre and heritage exhibit
opening in 1994 as the Breadalbane Folklore Centre. The centre closed in 2011.
Documents refer to the mill building using various titles including: Millmore, Island
Mill, Dochart Mill, Old Mill, Bridge-end Mill. For the purposes of this plan the
building will be referred to as St Fillan’s Mill and the Breadalbane Folklore Centre.

Fig 1: View of St Fillan’s Mill from the Dochart Bridge
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2.3.1 Location
St Fillan’s Mill is situated on the banks of the River Dochart close to the northwestern end of the Bridge of Dochart, Killin, FK21 8UT; OS grid reference number
NN575 325 (figs 2 & 3). The parish of Killin was part of the former County of
Perthshire (Western District Council). Killin stands in the western section of the
county which was transferred to Central Region (and Stirling District Council) after
reform of the County Councils following the Local Government (Scotland) Act
1974. Further government reorganisation in 1996 saw Central Region divided;
Killin is now under Stirling Council. In 2002 the Loch Lomond & the Trossachs
National Park Authority (LLTNPA) was established, subsuming land from four local
authority areas. Killin is within its jurisdiction and Planning issues are devolved to
the National Park Authority.

Fig 2: Location of Killin in relation to Stirling Council (bold black) and LLTNPA (red).

Killlin is classified as a ‘remote rural’ community: a settlement of less than 3,000
people and with a drive time of over 30 minutes to a settlement of 10,000 or more.
Only 7% of Scotland’s population lives in a remote rural area. Killin is some 37
miles (54 minutes drive) from Stirling and 64 miles from Glasgow. The village has
approximately 600 inhabitants with around 940 in the Killin Community Council
Area (KAT 2012A; Appendix A). About 52% of the population are in full time
employment, with another 14% in part time employment and 17% retired.
However, half of Killin’s households earn less that £15,000 per annum and 41%
were in fuel poverty in 2010 (KAT, 2012B).
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2.3.2 Ownership
St Fillan’s Mill is owned by Stirling Council. Until October 2011 the mill was leased
and managed by Stirling District Tourism Ltd. Stirling Council is responsible for its
upkeep and repair. The extent of the land ownership is indicated on figure 3. It
should be noted that the boundary indicated on the title plans (Appendix A) does
not correspond with fences on site. Stirling Council is investigating this issue. A
Deed of Servitude was agreed between the Council and the then owner of Tighmuileann in 1994 over the area of land to the east of the mill on the banks of the
Dochart. This related to the maintenance of the ground and erection of structures
on this area.

Fig 3: St Fillan’s Mill occupies a prominent site on banks of the River Dochart; the mill and its
immediate curtilage are shaded in red; other Council ownership is outlined in blue. © Crown
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2.3.3 Designations
Listed Building
St Fillan’s Mill is a Category B listed building (Appendix B). This means that the
building is,
“… of regional or more than local importance, or major examples of some
particular period, style or building type which may have been altered…
Listing a building does not prevent it changing or developing, but it does
mean that consideration has to be given to preserving its particular
character. Any proposal to demolish, or to alter or extend a listed building
in a way which would affect its character, must be granted listed building
consent before it can proceed.”
(Historic Scotland, 2012)
Conservation Area
The mill stands within the Killin Conservation Area, previously designated as
‘outstanding’ for grant purposes (fig 4). Conservation areas are ‘areas of special
architectural or historic interest, the character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance’. The designation of a conservation area is a
means to safeguard and enhance the special qualities, character and appearance
of our most valued historic places.
National Park
Killin itself sits with the Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park, an area
designated to protect its special natural and cultural heritage.
Site of Special Scientific Interest
The mill site sits immediately adjacent to the Falls of River Dochart which is
designated by Scottish Natural Heritage as a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI; Appendix A).
“The Falls are an excellent example of an unusual fluvial situation where a
section of bedrock has caused local channel widening rather than
narrowing, and has generated a series of small interconnected waterfalls.”
(SNH, 2009)
Archaeological Sites
Whilst there are no designated archaeological sites (Scheduled Monuments; fig 4)
in the vicinity of the building, there are a number of records on Stirling Council’s
Sites and Monuments Record (Appendix A). The potential ancient origins of the
mill (e.g. evidence of previous structures, artefacts etc.) should be borne in mind
during any physical works to the building or site.
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Fig 4: Built heritage designations in Killin; conservation area outlined in red; a large part of the island
of Innis Bhuidhe is a Scheduled Monument. © Crown
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Section 3: Understanding the Historic Asset

3.1 Introduction
It is essential to have a thorough understanding of a given site before attempting
to ascertain the asset’s heritage merit. This section therefore presents information
both on the location and the mill building itself.

3.2 The Location: Killin
3.2.1 Killin
Killin is the largest and oldest of the many settlements in Breadalbane - 'Braghaid
Albainn' - the High Country of Scotland (Appendix A). The name Killin is
suggested to come from the Gaelic Cill Fhinn 'the White [or Fair] Church'
(Wikipedia, 2012); but could also mean ‘Holy-Church’ or ‘Church of Fionn’ (Gillies,
1938). Killin is a picturesque Highland village situated at the west end of Loch Tay
at the confluence of the rivers Dochart and Lochay. Its focal point is the famous
Falls of Dochart where the A827 crosses the Dochart Bridge (1760, part rebuilt
1831). Killin’s main artery, Main Street, lies approximately SW-NE, the village
terminating just short of the loch. To the north the spectacular mountain scenery
of the Tarmachan Ridge and Ben Lawers forms a dramatic village backdrop (figure
5).

Fig 5: An extract of Cameron’s map of Breadalbane (1770); the historic illustration clears expresses
the area’s mountainous territory © NLS
St Fillan’s Mill, Killin - Conservation Plan, Apr 2012
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3.2.2 Early Origins of Killin
The history of Killin is ancient; folklore and archaeological finds have provided
evidence of ancient peoples and saints, with the area being the frontline in the war
between the Scots and the Picts. The region is renowned for its standing stones
and crannogs; there is an important Neolithic stone circle in the grounds of Kinnell
House on the east side of the village, and the site of a stone axe factory in the hills
to the north of the village (NPA, 2011).

3.2.3 St Fillan
The early Christian missionary St Fillan (of Glendochart) is strongly associated
with Killin and the area extending toward Tyndrum. Born in Ireland, St Fillan
travelled to Scotland with this mother Kentigern and uncle Comgan either late in
the 7th century or early 8th century. St Fillan established a monastic settlement, by
tradition said to be on the farm of Auchtertyre; his priory, constructed in later times,
was close to the farmhouse of Kirkton (Gillies, 1938). In Killin, St Fillan is said to
have established a church and mill around 664 AD (NPA, 2011).

3.2.4 Historic Development of Killin
In medieval times the area was originally the territory of the clans McNab,
McLaren and MacGregor. Clan MacNab had their clan seat at Kinnell for over 400
years and their ancient burial ground is on the island of Innis Bhuidhe on the River
Dochart, just below the Falls of Dochart. The MacNabs were later ousted by the
Campbells, who had begun to purchase land in the area in the fifteenth century;
Auchmore was purchased by Sir Colin Campbell, who became the first laird of
Glenorchy; and McNab mortgaged his territory to Campbell in 1553. The
Campbells established themselves at Finlarig Castle; Killin becoming part of their
large Breadalbane Estate which stretched from Loch Awe to Taymouth, and was
second only to their Inveraray estate (McKean, 1985, 105).
Around this time, Killin appears in the earliest cartographic records of Scotland:
Pont’s maps (1583-1601) shows Loch Tay and the settlement of Kyllym (Killin). In
1694 Sir John Campbell of Glenorchy, 1st Earl of Breadalbane, established Killin
as a Burgh of Barony (Wikipedia, 2012). The village’s position on long distance
routes made it a useful stopping point for both drovers and those travelling the
military road from Stirling to Fort William, and it grew as a market centre (NPA,
2011).
Growth and development of local industries, particularly spinning
developed during the eighteenth century and by the end of the century there was a
local linen industry based on cottage weavers. The old and new Statistical
Accounts (OSA, 1791-99 & NSA, 1843 respectively) record a reduction in the
parish population from 2360 to 1700 in 1841; however the inhabitants of Killin
increased from 150 to around 400 in the same period; by the late nineteenth
century the population stood around 500 (1871: 515; 1881:473, Groome, 1883).
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Fig 6: Killin 1783: an extract of Stobie’s map illustrates that the village focused on the river crossing
at the Falls of Dochart; 2 mills are illustrated (wheel symbol) on the east side of the bridge.

Killin experienced further development in the Victorian era, assisted by
improvements in transportation including the arrival of the railway. In 1870 a
station was built close to Lix Toll (Killin Junction) on the Callander and Oban
Railway. A branch line, built by the Marquis of Breadalbane, opened in 1886
running from this junction to the village and on to the Loch Tay Station and pier,
where a steamer service travelled the loch. The late nineteenth century
development is still evident today with examples of both vernacular and Victorian
buildings side by side on Main Street (fig 7).

Fig 7: Killin in old postcards: the older vernacular cottages set amongst Victorian houses.
© www.killin.co.uk. .
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The origins of Killin’s tourist function commenced in the Victoria era, when the
Romanticism of the Highlands captured the public imagination fuelled by Queen
Victoria and assisted by new transportation. A gazetteer at the end of the
nineteenth century described Killin:
“Both far and near it is girt by magnificent scenery, and, though a small
and straggling place, it possesses no little importance at once as a
centre for tourists and as a seat of local and provincial trade.”
(Groome, 1883, 367)
Despite the withdrawal of train and steamer services in the mid-twentieth century,
tourism continues to be a key industry in the area and a significant source of
employment and income. The natural beauty of the Falls of Dochart remains one
of the village’s principal attractions, with the Breadalbane Folklore Centre in the
former St Fillan’s mill, playing an important function until its closure in October
2011. Killin also provides a good base for outdoor pursuits, walking, climbing,
fishing and water sports are popular. Today Killin continues its role as the
principal service centre for the local rural community with a population of
approximately 600.
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3.3 The Asset: St Fillan’s Mill, Killin
3.3.1 Historic Records

Fig 8: St Fillan’s Mill in a sketch by Alex Hay Miln, August 1839 © RCAHMS

The mill is believed to have been constructed in around 1840 (Historic Scotland,
1971; fig 8) by the 2nd Marquis of Breadalbane (1834 -1862). Valuation Rolls from
later in the nineteenth century confirm the mill was the property of the Breadalbane
Estate. The mill was constructed as a water-powered grain mill, one of a number
of mills on the estate. In Post Office Directories from the 1880s, three mills are
listed in the Killin area, at Morenish, Ardeonaig and Millmore (Leslie’s, 1887); the
miller at Millmore being Findlay McDiarmid. Around 1910, David Davidson is
registered as the miller and tenant, but shortly after John G Wilson, a mill manager
in 1910, is occupier of the Factory Island Mill (Millmore) and described as a ‘tweed
manufacturer’ (Stirling Archives, PC2/1/56 & 62). In 1924 a feu disposition was
granted to John Graham Wilson for two building plots, one being St Fillan’s Mill
(Appendix A). Ownership remained with the Wilson family, the sons of John
Graham Wilson inheriting their father’s estate in 1927 and later transferring the mill
to the family firm of E. & G. Wilson (1952; Title Deeds, Stirling Council). In 1988,
the surviving trustee of E & G Wilson (grandson Graham Wilson) sold the property
to Stirling District Council.
The mill may have gone through a period of disuse from around 1890 until 1910,
with records suggesting the grain mill was then converted to a tweed factory
around 1912 by John Graham Wilson; when the water powered wheel was no
longer used (RCAHMS, 1989; Appendix C). The mill was used for hand loom
tweed manufacture until at least the early 1960s (Elders, 1962), and later as a
woollen outlet shop by E & G Wilson before its closure.
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Fig 9: St Fillan’s Mill photographed by Hume in 1976, note the poor condition of the roof © RCAHMS.

The mill was recorded by John Hume in 1976 at which time it was stated as
disused, and photographs show it was in need of repair (Hume, 1977; fig 9). After
its purchase by Stirling District Council, a further record was made by the
RCAHMS in 1989 (before repair and conversion works started) which documents
surviving evidence of the original water mill (Appendix C).
Detailed cartographic evidence of the mill does not appear until the Ordnance
Survey of the later nineteenth century. Mills appear on Stobie’s map of 1783 (fig
6) however, not upstream of the Dochart Bridge, although buildings are shown
where the St Fillan’s mill now stands. The 1st edition Ordnance Survey (surveyed
1861; fig 12) illustrates the surviving mill building named ‘Millmore (corn)’ with a
substantial building adjoining the mill to the south-west and straddling the mill lade.
This building footprint is identical to that on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey
(surveyed 1898-9; fig 13) with the surviving mill described as the ‘Corn Mill’ and
the adjoining building as the ‘Saw Mill’. The saw mill is visible in early images of
the site and postcards (figs 10 & 11).
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Fig 10: St Fillan’s Mill in an early 20th century postcard (posted 1914); note the water wheel with saw
mill behind. The building is already described as the ‘Old Mill’ © Stirling Archives

Fig 11: St Fillan’s Mill in the Reliable Series postcard, note the possible weathered lime wash finish
to the masonry. Image courtesy of Killin Heritage Society.
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Fig 12: 1st edition Ordnance Survey (surveyed 1861) © Crown
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Fig 13: 2nd edition Ordnance Survey (surveyed 1898-9). © Crown
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After their purchase in 1988, Stirling District Council prepared plans for the mill’s
repair and conversion to a tourist information centre and folklore exhibit. Funding
for the purchase, repair and conversion came from a number of sources over the
period from 1988-1994 (Appendix D). This included £11,000 raised by the village
itself (Killin News, April 1991). From press articles it appears that the external
fabric and windows and doors were renewed in 1991, after which further funding
was required to complete the conversion and exhibit. This was achieved in 1993
and records of the Building Warrant for the conversion are available from Stirling
Council (section 5.3.4-6). The mill was officially opened as the Breadalbane
Folklore Centre on the 15th July 1994 and operated by the regional Scottish Tourist
Board (from 2005 VisitScotland). The Council leased the building to Stirling
District Tourism from 1995, SDT acting as manager of the attraction, an
arrangement which remained until the closure of the Breadalbane Folklore Centre
in October 2011. The building is currently vacant with much of the exhibit returned
to owners. A record of the former artefacts is provided in Appendix E.

3.3.2 The Design: Water mill
“An unusual 3-storey rubble building on a T plan, with pointed-arch
openings and a louvred kiln-vent. The much decayed remains of a midbreast wheel survive at the rear.”
(Hume, 1977, 268)
Located at the western end of the village, the mill occupies a prominent site at the
Falls of Dochart on the north-western bank of River Dochart. The site extends
along the banks of the river including the mill lade; site ownership is indicated in
figure 3.
St Fillan’s Mill is a 3-storey T-plan building with the principal block aligned northeast to south-west and a smaller block at right angles to the east set back slightly
from the north elevation of the main block. The main block housed the mill
machinery and grinding stones (only elements of the wheel mechanism remain)
with the smaller block housing the kiln for drying and roasting the grain. The mill
lade runs across the site to the south side of the main block with the water wheel
attached to the south elevation of the main block (fig 14). The entrance porch,
meter store and external walkway were added to the original building during its
conversion in 1994. The roof, floor structure and staircase are also new
interventions.
The upper floor of the main building would have been used for grain storage
awaiting milling, with the first floor housing milling machinery including the mill’s
two sets of grinding stones and hoppers for grain. Access to the kiln floor was
from the first floor through an iron door in the main block (Taylor, 1994; fig 15).
The kiln building housed a furnace or fire-box at ground floor level, stone walls
then funnelled outwards from this box allowing warm air to expand and rise toward
the kiln floor above where the grain was spread to be dried and roasted before
grinding.
St Fillan’s Mill, Killin - Conservation Plan, Apr 2012
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Fig 14: Plan of St Fillan’s Mill: (top) original plan; (below) after conversion in 1994.
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Fig 15: ‘How the mill worked’ exhibited in the Breadalbane Folklore Centre by M Taylor (1994)

The floor construction was recorded before conversion (Appendix C) and
consisted of iron bars which supported square cast iron floor plates. This former
use is still evident in the smoke blackened internal walls of this part of the building
(fig 48) and a marked change in the masonry at the uppermost flight of stairs
where the former kiln floor presumably sat into the wall (fig 16).

Fig 16: Interior: the staircase wall at the uppermost flight to the attic. Note the change in the
masonry with a broad horizontal zone which is presumably where the kiln floor sat.
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The water power for the mill is derived from the River Dochart, transferred via the
mill lade to the wheel, and then returned to the river. The wheel is mounted
vertically and is a mid-breast shot wheel with ‘bucket paddles’ around its
circumference, the water filling the buckets setting the wheel into motion. The
power from the water wheel is transferred through the wheel-shaft (axle tree) to
the ‘pit wheel’ (crown wheel; fig 27), a vertical wheel gearing inside the building.
This large cast iron wheel drives the smaller ‘wallower’ gear on the upright shaft.
This gearing was required to convert the vertical movement of the wheel into the
horizontal movement required of the mill stones. The wallower was usually
constructed of wood as metal to metal contact would be considered too noisy; this
arrangement also provided a safety net should something go wrong, and the
weaker (wooden) teeth could give and be more easily replaced. At the top of the
upright shaft was the ‘great spur’ wheel which meshed with 2 ‘stone nut’ gears
which drove the 2 sets of grind stones. These latter elements no longer survive.
Mill wheels were largely constructed of perishable timber; therefore water wheels
would have been replaced and repaired regularly during the lifetime of a mill. At St
Fillan’s Mill little was left of the original wheel by the time Stirling District Council
bought the building (Appendix C), but existing cast iron parts (probably original)
were salvaged and used in a reconstruction completed in May 1994 by John
Ridley (Killin News, May 1994). The wheel was replaced again in 2008 (section
3.3.7).
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3.3.3 Building Elements: roofs

Fig 17: L. Aitken. (circa 1887) Mill on the Dochart’ illustration of the mill. Image courtesy of Killin
Heritage Society.

Fig 18: Roof: the traditional pitched roof is covered in Scots slate in diminishing courses. Note the
ventilator reconstructed with a flat roof; the gablet over the upper opening adds detail.

The mill has a double-pitched roof with the ridge of the former kiln block at a
slightly lower height than the main building. The structural frame which supports
the roof is a simple timber truss arrangement presumably installed during the 1991
repair of the building (fig 20). The pronounced overhanging eaves which appear in
historic images of the mill (figs 17 & 19) have been recreated including decorative
timber corbels which support the base of the roof pitch. Reference has been
St Fillan’s Mill, Killin - Conservation Plan, Apr 2012
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made to this overhanging as typical of the Breadalbane Estate style in the
nineteenth century (McKean, 1985).
The roof is covered in natural slate from the Highland Boundary area in
diminishing courses (BGS, 2010; fig 18) single nailed to timber sarking. Without
adequate evidence of the repair work, it is not known if this slate is original to the
building; however, the slate type and fixing pattern is entirely as expected in a
building of this date. As Highland Boundary slate was no longer in production in
the 1990s the slate must be second hand reused slate whether from the building
itself or not. It is not clear whether roofing felt or a similar protective layer has
been used below the slates, although the age of the repair would make this likely.
An historic illustration of the mill (fig 17) shows a rough texture particularly to the
main mill roof and along the ridge. It is interesting to speculate if thatch was used
on part of the roof or for its repair, although none of the historic photographs
record this.

Fig 19: Roof: extract from an historic photography by G.W. Wilson & Co. showing the earlier
ventilator design (photograph taken before 1904). © University of Aberdeen

The roof is further characterised by the ventilator, now the exhaust outlet for the air
conditioning system, a replacement of the earlier ventilator from the mill’s drying
kiln. Historic images (figs 17 & 19) indicate that the original flue had a double
pitched roof, whilst the early twentieth century postcard (fig 11) shows a pyramid
roof capped by a finial. This roof had been lost by 1976 (fig 9) and the ‘roofless’
ventilator appears to have provided the basis of the current construction. The
small gablets over windows on the north and south elevations of the kiln block also
add important detail to this industrial building (fig 18).
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The ridge is protected by traditional zinc ridging attached by metal straps. Valley
gutters are finished in lead. All gutters and downpipes are traditional cast iron
currently painted black. The original building did not have had rainwater goods (fig
9) with water simply shed away from the walls by the overhanging eaves.
The new roof over the porch follows the finishes and materials of the main
building.

Fig 20: Attic space: a simple exposed truss arrangement, presumed to dated from the 1991 repair.
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3.3.4. Building Elements: external walls

Fig 21: External walls: the exposed stonework on the south elevation shows the irregular rubble
masonry comprised of stone of local origin.

The external walls are constructed from local stone in irregular courses bound
largely (and originally) in lime mortar approximately two foot thick (600-700mm).
Openings for windows and doors are formed by stone arches.
The recent BSG (2010) report, The Building Stones and Slates of Killin describes
the masonry wall construction:
“The mill is constructed of simple random rubble walling, dominated by
slabs of flaggy mica schist, of relatively small block sizes. There are
minimal dressings consisting of the same flaggy schist typically laid on end
to form arched surrounds to openings. The stone is identical to the rocky
outcrops in the adjacent river bed, and is likely to have been obtained from
this locality. The building has previously been painted, or possibly lime
washed or harled at one time.”
(BGS, 2010, 11)
BGS (2010) go on to categorise the construction of the mill as Type 1 Masonry:
“This is the earliest type of building stone observed in the village. It
consists of a mixture of different stone types, all characteristic of the local
geology. These are typically a combination of mica schist and metasandstone, with occasional vein quartz and whinstone (i.e. metabasite).
The mica schist and meta-sandstone are typically irregular flaggy blocks
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ranging from silver or greenish grey to dark grey in colour, with natural joint
surfaces often stained to a distinctive brownish colour.”
(BGS, 2010, 10)
This masonry type is found mostly in the village’s single storey cottages, thought
to be some of the earliest surviving stone houses, most of which are concentrated
in a cluster around the Dochart Bridge, and in a small area to the north in Main
Street. The 2-storey Falls of Dochart Inn is also thought to be of this construction.
The mill may be considered unusual in respect of this construction as it is later in
date (c. 1840) than these late eighteenth century cottages. However, this may be
explained by the mill being a functional industrial building, which like farm
steadings or service buildings often continued to use earlier and simpler forms of
construction.
BGS (2010) state that the stone is probably derived from field or river boulders and
taken from local surface outcrops; all characteristic of the local geology
outcropping in the Killin area with little evidence of having been quarried in an
organised way, with generally irregular and small block size; the mica schist is
present typically as small flaggy blocks which would have split naturally along the
rough cleavage of the schist, and show only minimal signs of having been worked
to produce masonry blocks. The result is irregularly coursed rubble walling with a
rough surface which has ledges and recesses (fig 22). BGS (2010) consider that
this type of irregular masonry it is highly likely to have been lime harled in order to
make it wind and watertight and McKean (1985) described the mill at that time as
a ‘yellow harled building’. However, historic photographs clearly illustrate the
exposed rubble masonry and inspection of the walls does not provide any
evidence of harling. It can only be presumed that the functional building was not
harled unlike neighbouring cottages. McKean (1985) was most probably referring
to the yellow/cream wall finishes which remain on the north and east elevations
only. These do not appear to be limewash but weathered layers of modern paint
finishes (figs 41-44). Only one historic postcard provides a suggestion of lime
wash (fig 11) but this is not decisive. The current finishes look to have been
applied when the mill functioned as a woollen shop, the paint an aesthetic finish
applied only to the elevations exposed to Main Street (fig 9).
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3.3.5 Building Elements: doors and windows

Fig 22: Windows & Doors: (left) internal view of one of the original arched window openings with a
replacement timber window; (right) the new opening formed to provide escape with a traditionally
styled timber boarded door; note the inappropriate cement pointing around the opening.

A difficulty of using small stone sizes, as described in the previous section, is the
forming of larger openings. At the mill this difficulty is surmounted by the use of an
arched construction for all original openings using mica schist masonry. This may
have also been part of the design intent for the building, the arched form being
typical of the Breadalbane ‘Gothic’ Estate style (McKean, 1985).
All the windows on the mill building appear to be original openings, excepting one
small regular window opening next to the entrance (fig 9) which may have been a
later alteration; its shape and position not following the principal design of the
remainder of the building. The original timber windows and louvers have been
lost and replaced by new stained timber single glazed fixed windows with timber
louvered or boarded openings at the top floor level. Historic images record the
earlier window design of what appears to be leaded diamond paned windows (figs
17 & 23). This window design and the arched openings closely follow the design
of another Breadalbane Estate mill in Aberfeldy built in 1826 (fig 36).
Comparison with the early twentieth century postcard (fig 11) and the 1976
photograph (fig 9) shows that the windows were replaced (possibly when the mill
was converted to a weaving factory) and the recent windows have been based on
the later design. The window in the new entrance porch follows this traditional
reinstatement design.
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Fig 23: Windows: extract from a historic photography by G.W. Wilson & Co. showing the original
window design (taken before 1904). © University of Aberdeen

The original entrance to the mill is now obscured by the new entrance porch. A
second entrance to the kiln building is used as access to a small storage area
under the staircase. A new doorway has been cut through the south elevation of
the kiln block to create an escape route (fig 22). There is a blind doorway on the
east elevation of the kiln block, thought to be for aesthetic purposes and affirming
the unusual attention to detail given to this industrial building.
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3.3.6 Building Elements: interior

Fig 24: Interior: view of the ground floor space in the main building

Fig 25: Interior: view of the first floor space in the main building

Much of the building interior was reconstructed during its repair in the early 1990s.
The floors have been constructed in a traditional method with timber joists and
timber floor boards. The timber joists protrude beyond the plastered ceiling finish
in both the main ground and first floor rooms (figs 24 & 25). The internal walls
have been left as exposed masonry (attic and stairwell) or painted masonry
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(ground and first floor rooms); this maintains the industrial character of the
building.
The remaining mill mechanism is visible on the ground floor protected from the
public by a low enclosure (fig 24). The wheel mechanism is supported on two
large timber cross beams which are thought be original.
The kiln block has been converted to house a new concrete stair which acts as
both access to the upper exhibit rooms, and as the fire escape route for the
building. Previously a timber stair occupied part of the main building when it was
used as a shop. At the ground floor there is a small toilet, kitchen worktop with
sink, and a lobby access to the external door on the north elevation (fig 14). This
area also houses electrical switch gear. At the first floor there is a small store room
in the centre of the stairwell that houses the water tank to feed the facilities below.
The building has electrical heating and an air ducted recirculation system. Ducting
is visible suspended from ceilings in the ground and first floors; at attic level
trunking runs at floor level as well as under the ridge. An electrical duct runs
through the main block in the north-west corner of the main rooms. This connects
into the newly built meter store which has electrical installations and meters.
The uppermost attic floor is simply finished with painted timber trusses and painted
plasterboard infill panels between the trusses (fig 20). The restricted headroom of
this space reduces the useable space to a narrow strip down the centre of the
room (fig 37).
General arrangement drawings of the current building are provided in Appendix J.
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3.3.7 Building Elements: mill wheel and infrastructure

Fig 26: Mill wheel infrastructure: (top) the mill lade transports water from a sluice gate on the River
Dochart to the mill wheel; a diversion hatch in the floor of the lade allows the wheel to be bypassed.
(below) the hatch is operated from inside the mill building; note also the ‘bucket’ style paddles of the
mill wheel.
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It is understood that the water wheel was not used for the weaving factory and by
the late 1980s very little of the original mill wheel survived (RCAHMS; Appendix
C). During the 1990s conversion, a new undershot mill wheel with paddles instead
of buckets was constructed from softwood with salvaged iron components; this
was not a replica for the original wheel (Heritage Engineering, 2007). Due to the
short lifespan of the softwood components and issues with the use of the wheel, a
second replacement wheel was installed by Stirling Council in 2008 with grant
funding from the Killin Conservation Area Regeneration Scheme (Appendix D). In
the manufacture of this wheel reference was made to historic photographs and as
such the current wheel is a mid-breast shot wheel replicating the original as
closely as possible.
The reconstructed water wheel is set up to operate for demonstration purposes as
a key part of the visitor attraction. The wheel no longer drives any grinding
machinery, so uses water power for visual effect only, not as a working wheel
subject to any load or torque. The current wheel, installed in 2008, follows the
design of the original mid-breast shot type with rims, buckets and sole boards
(enclosed rim). The axle tree (wheel shaft) has been made to look like a wooden
shaft but is actually a continuous steel shaft with plates welded onto it to form
‘winged trunnions’ and wood cladding added to replicate a solid wood axle. The
axle is attached to the pit wheel (or ‘crown wheel’) which turns wallower on the
vertical shaft. The cast iron parts are thought to date to the original mill (fig 27).
Externally, the original lade survives transporting water from the River Dochart to
the wheel (fig 26). Water enters the lade via a sluice gate where the lade meets
the river (not inspected due to restricted access). Just before the lade reaches the

Fig 27: Mill wheel mechanism: the external water wheel drives the large cast iron ‘pit wheel’ internally
which in turn drives the smaller ‘wallower’ gear on the upright shaft. The cast iron parts are thought
to be original.
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water wheel, a diversion hatch in the lade floor can be used to cast water back to
the river allowing regulation of the flow of water (and originally the power from the
wheel; fig 26). The wire which controls the hatch is taken inside the building;
originally probably to the first floor grinding room (fig 15) but now positioned on the
ground floor adjacent to the display.
The wheel at St Fillan’s Mill is approximately 16 feet in diameter which puts it at
the higher end of the average wheel range of 10 to16 feet (fig 28).

Fig 28: Water wheel, reinstated in 2008 based on historic photographs.

3.3.8 Building Elements: exterior area
The exterior of the building has been adapted during the 1994 conversion to
provide improved access for visitors. In particular a walkway was constructed
around the perimeter to give access to the mill wheel and views of the Falls (fig
30). This is constructed in a robust manner with stained timber fencing and heavy
wire mesh. The paving is Caithness flagstone generally with ACO drains to
discharge rainwater. There are some traditional granite setts on the approach to
the entrance which may have been retained from the original approach road.
Handrails to the mill building and on the main approach are of a standard painted
metal design, functional if not particularly attractive.
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Fig 29: Exterior: approach to the main entrance

Fig 30: Exterior: the external walkway constructed in 1993 to provide views of the Falls and access to
view the mill wheel in motion.
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3.4 Summary
The following points summarise the physical asset:

–

Located in Killin, an ancient settlement associated with the Celtic St
Fillan, which became the territory of the McNabs and latterly Clan
Campbell’s Breadalbane Estate.

–

Sited on the Falls of Dochart, natural waterfalls on the River Dochart
designated as a Site of Scientific Interest.

–

A 3-storey T-plan water powered grain mill built form locally sourced
stone. Latterly, a weaving mill and shop before conversion as a visitor
attraction in 1994.

–

The building exhibits architectural detail, unusual for an industrial
building, with gothic style openings, gablet windows and overhanging
eaves. A good example of the style typical of the Breadalbane Estate
style in the nineteenth century.

–

Whilst little of the original mill interior survives, the main spaces have
been kept open and simply treated retaining an industrial/functional feel
to the building. The open plan also maximises the light and spatial
quality of the floors in particular as ceilings are low.

–

Mill infrastructure survives including a working replica water wheel, the
original mill lade and cast iron elements of the internal gearing.
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Section 4: Assessment of Significance

4.1 Introduction
St Fillan’s Mill is of heritage merit for a number of reasons outlined below.

4.2 Folklore & Tradition: Saint Fillan
Historic Scotland make reference to the current mill building probably being a
replacement for an earlier mill on the site (Historic Scotland, 1971, Appendix B);
Riddell (1996) refers to a mill dating back to the twelfth century, and there is mention
in other publications that a mill was founded by St Fillan.
“The Tweed Mill, at the north-west corner of the Bridge of Dochart, Killin,
which used to be a meal mill, stands on the traditional site occupied by a
succession of meal mills, the earliest of which is said to have been erected
by St Fillan.”
(Gillies, 1938, 81)
Whilst no physical or documentary evidence of this has yet been found, the
relationship of the saint to the mill is strong in local folklore and witnessed in a
number of objects in Killin which were associated with him.
St Fillan’s Tree and Seat
A rock-cut seat was said to sit under a large ash tree near the mill but was swept
away by a flood in 1856 (Elders, 1962). The ash tree associated with the saint was
blown down in a storm in 1893. The stump of the tree survived until 1912 next to the
southern gate post to the mill (SMR 223.01). The tree “…was held to be the natural
descendant of the tree under which the Saint had taught and as such was revered”
(Elders, 1962).
St Fillan’s Healing Stones
A collection of 8 stones survive to this day in Killin, which are said to have been
blessed by St Fillan and to have healing properties. Records of these stones appear
in a number of publications:
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“At the mill of Killin, there were long kept a stone called St Fillan’s Chair, and
seven small round stones that had been consecrated by the saint and
endowed with the power of curing diseases. Each of them had its particular
merit. They got a fresh bed every Christmas eve from the straw and weeds
cast ashore by the river. Five of them are still preserved at the mill, where
they may be examined by the curious.”
(NSA, 1834, 1088)
“MacMillan suggests that two socketed stones, then (1883) in the burial
ground at Cladh Dabhi, also reputed to have healing powers, may have once
formed part of the collection at the mill.”
(Canmore, 2012)
“St Fillan's Stones have been preserved in the mill since time immemorial. In
1912 there were eight stones; seven were water-worn pebbles, and the two
largest, socket stones. They were used for rubbing the bodies of invalids.”
(Cash 1912 cited in Canmore, 2012)
“Within a small recess in the loft of the mill, and protected by iron bars and a
padlock, there are preserved eight stones, of various sizes and shapes,
associated with the saint’s name, that were formerly used for the purposes of
healing. Seven of the stones are water-worn, and two of them are “socket
stones” with highly polished holes, once used in connection with the
machinery of the mill.”
(Gillies, 1938, 81)
The stones were still kept in a small aumbry, protected by an iron grille, in 1969
(Canmore, 2012) and became an important display in the Breadalbane Folklore
Centre until its closure in October 2011 (fig 31). They have now been transferred to
the Parish Church. The stones are a very significant part of the cultural heritage of
both the mill and the village itself.

Fig 31: St Fillan’s Healing Stones; image courtesy of Old Mill Group
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4.3 Setting: landmark building
St Fillan’s Mill is one of twenty listed buildings in the Killin Conservation Area (fig 4),
and with the Parish Church and the Clan Macnab Burial Place, is one of only three
Category B listed buildings. This categorisation indicates that the mill is of regional
importance. The National Park has stated that the mill is one of Killin’s most
important buildings, contributing to the significance of the Dochart Falls area and its
appeal to visitors (NPA, 2011). St Fillan’s Mill, with the Dochart Bridge (Category A),
Clan McNab burial ground, and inn and houses on the south bank of the river, all
contribute to the most stunning scenic area surrounding the natural landscape of the
Falls of Dochart which is a Site of Special Scientific Interest.
The Killin Conservation Area Appraisal identifies the bridge, burial ground and mill as
key listed buildings which contribute positively to the appearance of the conservation
area, “…providing points of interest and enriching the area’s special character”
(NPA, 2011, 19). Furthermore, Historic Scotland (1971) states that the mill’s
“…significantly picturesque setting has ensured that it is a landmark in the village.”
The mill’s role as a landmark, includes the vista on approach to Killin from the south,
where views of the Falls of Dochart open up to include the mill (fig 33); and from the
north, the mill closes the long vista on Main Street, with the Falls not visible until
crossing the bridge (fig 32).
The mill’s appearance in numerous historic postcards of Killin since Victorian times
reflects its long standing status as a historic landmark (figs 10, 11 & 19).

Fig 32: St Fillan’s Mill closes the vista looking west on Main Street.
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Fig 33: View of St Fillan’s Mill from the south bank of the Dochart, the mill forming a landmark in the
area of scenic beauty.
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4.4 The Building
4.4.1 Traditional materials
As described in Section 3.3.4, the mill is built from the earliest type of masonry found
in Killin Conservation Area using locally found stone. In this respect the construction
of the building is significant as an example of traditional Scottish construction skills.

4.4.2 Water mill
Water power can be definitively traced back to the later Roman Empire where
vertical under-shot water wheels were the usual form of construction (Buchanan,
1974). Water wheels could be either ‘horizontal’ or ‘vertical’, the wheel at St Fillan’s
is a vertical wheel described as a mid-breast shot wheel, one of four principal forms
of vertical wheel.
The ‘breast-shot’ wheel was one of the most prominent
improvements in efficiency of water wheel technology in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (Buchanan, 1974).
Grain mills have been described as perhaps the most numerous of processing plants
in Scotland, and one of the most widely diffuse industries in the Highlands (Hume,
1976 & 1977). Once hundreds of mills would have been in operation throughout
Scotland, many have now been lost. As has been suggested for the site of St
Fillan’s Mill, mills may have been rebuilt on the same site of earlier mill buildings, mill
sites often persisted for centuries but the mill buildings only for a century or so. In
the seventeenth century mills were very local, with several scattered along North
Lochtayside, one for each district of the estate; but numbers would have decreased
from late eighteenth century and typically mills were centralised as communications
improved in the nineteenth century (Harrison, 2012). Few mills remaining today are
much earlier than the mid to late eighteenth century and very many are of nineteenth
century construction (Hume, 1977). In this regard, St Fillan’s is a typical midnineteenth century example.
Nineteenth century records show that on the Breadalbane Estate the majority of mills
were small water-powered units, with grain mills known to have been located at
Auchlyne, Ardeonaig, Morenish, Tombreck and Lawers. By the end of that century
these mills would have come under pressure from imported grain and commercial
mills in the ports.
In Killin parish, there were two grain mills for meal and barley in the mid-nineteenth
century, but there was also other water powered industries on the Dochart including
a wool mill (for spinning and carding) and two saw mills (NSA, 1834, 1091; figs 12 &
13). One of the saw mills was located at St Fillan’s Mill (fig 11 & 13). Of this local
mill infrastructure, only St Fillan’s Mill remains significantly unaltered and with a
working wheel mechanism. The only other surviving mill building, originally a carding
mill (1st ed OS, fig 12) and then a Tweed Factory (2nd ed OS, fig 13) was converted
to residential use and is now known as Mill House (fig 34).
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Fig 34: Former Clansman Mill, Killin prior to conversion to a house, described as a carding mill (1st ed
OS; 1861) and then a tweed factory on the 2nd edition OS (1898-9). Images courtesy of Killin Heritage
Society.

As Historic Scotland state in their publication on the architectural heritage of the
National Park, St Fillan’s Mill is,
“…an important reminder of the area’s industrial heritage, all the more so as
the mill wheel and mechanism are still in place.”
(Historic Scotland, n.d.,20)
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4.4.3 Comparative Structures
To consider St Fillan’s Mill in its wider regional context of Perthshire and Stirlingshire
reference is made to the Scottish Industrial Archaeology Survey (SIAS; 1977-85)
which was established to carry out systematic surveys of significant industrial
monuments in Scotland, and to the gazetteers produced by Hume (1976; 1977).
The aim of these latter books was,
“…to list as many sites a reasonably possible so as to encourage detailed
study of their rapidly dwindling number. Throughout, the emphasis has
been on sites where there are complete or substantial remains…”
(Hume, 1977, 10)
A total of 28 grain mills in Perthshire and 13 in Stirlingshire were recorded by Hume,
including St Fillan’s Mill listed as Millmore (Hume, 1977, 268). It is not clear from
Hume, how many mills were still in use at that time, but many were noted to be
gutted (i.e. of machinery) and either disused or in use as stores. Only a handful had
been converted, for example one as a craft centre, another as restaurant. The SIAS
recorded a smaller number of mills in more detail, three water powered grain mills in
Stirlingshire: Milton, nr. Aberfoyle; Milton Mill, Whins of Milton; and Inverallan Mill,
Bridge of Allan; and three in rural Perthshire: Aberfeldy Mill; Mill of Dounie; and
Milton of Balhary. Whins of Milton and Aberfeldy Mill are described below.
Milton Mill, Whins of Milton; Category B
Comprising a 3-storey, rectangular plan corn mill and a 2-storey threshing mill, Milton
Mill is considered the best preserved example of a mid-19th century corn mill
surviving in the Stirling area (Historic Scotland, 2005). It retains its mill wheel, lade
and most of its machinery although the drying kiln has been removed. Production
ceased in the 1970s, the mill was converted to residential use in 2008.

Fig 35: Milton Mill, Whins of Milton, Stirling: view of former corn mill in 1976 prior to conversion. ©
RCAHMS
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Meal Mill, Aberfeldy; Category A
A mill was built on this site during the 1740s. The current building dating from 1826,
is a single storey with attic and part basement, L-plan water mill in Breadalbane
Estate gothic. Kiln vented by unusual stepped pagoda roof. 15' diameter, 8-spoke
cast-iron framed overshot wheel. Former 'McKerchar & McNaughton's Meal Mill' was
closed in 1983 and subsequently restored by Tom Rodger from Cupar whose family
had milled oatmeal for seven generations. Re-opened in 1988, the mill produced fine
Scottish oatmeal and was a popular tourist and educational venue in Aberfeldy. In
2005 the building was converted to a bookshop, gallery and café.

Fig 36: Aberfeldy Mill in 1977, now a bookshop, gallery and café. Note the similarity to St Fillan’s Mill
with overhanging eaves, gablet windows and arched openings. © RCAHMS
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Two of the other mills recorded by SIAS (Milton, nr. Aberfoyle and Inverallan, Bridge
of Allan) have both been converted to residential use. The use of Dounie and
Balhary is unknown.
In Stirling Council area there is a further listed mill of interest:
Woollen Mill, Kilmahog; Category C(S)
A mill complex how used as a cafeteria and tourist attraction selling woollen goods.
Although largely altered and extended in the later 20th century, the complex
importantly still includes a running lade, sluice gate and 14 foot under-shot timber
and iron water wheel including gearings. The mill is marked on the 1st edition
Ordnance Survey as a corn mill, therefore converted to a woollen mill at some point
after this date. Weaving continued at the mill until after the mid- twentieth century.
Nationally it is difficult to ascertain the number of mill buildings which survive today,
many being now in private ownership and converted and altered to other uses.
However, there are a small number of preserved vertical water mills open to the
public. These include:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Barry Mill, Carnoustie (NTS)
New Abbey Corn mill, nr Dumfries (Historic Scotland)
Preston Watermill, East Linton (NTS)
Mill of Benholm, Johnshaven (Charity; tearoom and community/visitor’s
centre)
Dalgarven Watermill, Kilwinning (Charity; museum of country life)
Barony Mills, Birsay, Orkney (Birsay Heritage Trust; open to visitors)
Quendale Watermill, Shetland (Community Historic Group; visitor’s
centre)

4.5 Heritage and Tourist Asset
Notwithstanding the architectural importance of the mill outlined above, the building
also forms an important heritage and tourist asset in the village. For all of the
reasons outlined above, the mill is important heritage asset to the community. This
is discussed further in section 6.3
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4.6 Summary
The asset’s heritage significance can be measured as the sum of a number of interrelated factors:
Folklore & Tradition
−

Traditional association with St Fillan who is said to have founded a mill on the
site, and from whom the building derives its name.

−

Site of (now) lost features associated with the saint – St Fillan’s Tree and
Seat.

−

Former home of the saint’s Healing Stones, used in times past by the
villagers to cure ailments.

Setting
St Fillan’s Mill is a landmark building in a stunning location:
-

Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park: an area of special cultural
heritage value.

-

Killin: a unique highland village, a conservation area designated in
recognition of the importance of its traditional core.

-

The Falls of Dochart: natural falls on the River Dochart designated as a Site
of Scientific Interest and arguably the most important scenic setting in the
village.

The Building
-

A good example of a mid nineteenth century vertical water mill of early
masonry construction type which retains an operating water wheel.

-

One of a very small number of mill buildings remaining in the region.

-

An important cultural asset for the community and visitor attraction in the
village.
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Section 5: Defining Issues (vulnerability)

5.1 Introduction
It is important to identify issues which may affect the significance of the heritage
asset. This section considers concerns such as ownership, function (use) and
physical condition of the asset respectively. The summary provides an informed
assessment of vulnerability which, in turn, affects the conservation policies advanced
in section 6.

5.2 Ownership
St Fillan’s Mill is owned by Stirling Council. Since termination of the lease to SDT in
October 2011 the building has been vacant and the visitor centre closed. The
Council has been in discussion with the local community regarding the future of the
building, firstly through the local Community Council and now the Killin & Ardeonaig
Community Development Trust (KAT). Stirling Council wishes to dispose of the
property either through sale or lease and has agreed to consider sale of the building
to the local community under 'Less than Best Price' policy (Open Meeting, Sept
2011). The Old Mill Steering Group has been established to investigate the viability
of community ownership and use in more detail with a view to producing the
information required by Stirling Council for the building’s purchase or lease.

5.3 The Function
While the building is not in use it is at risk. Securing a viable use is essential to its
future. The following section identifies difficulties with the mill’s last function as the
Breadalbane Folklore Centre and goes on to consider future use by the community.

5.3.1 Breadalbane Folklore Centre
St Fillan’s Mill was converted to a Tourist Information Centre (TIC) and folklore
exhibit known as the Breadalbane Folklore Centre, which operated from July 1994 to
October 2011. The visitor attraction usually opened seven days a week from Easter
to October, although the operation had been reduced more recently to 6 days and
shorter hours. The facility was leased to Stirling District Tourism Ltd (SDT), a
commercial business and Scottish Charity established in 1995 to manage four
heritage assets owned by Stirling District Council: the Breadalbane Folklore Centre,
the National Wallace Monument, the Rob Roy Centre, Callander and the Old Town
Jail in Stirling. SDT in turn engaged the Tourist Board (Visit Scotland) to operate the
facility. SDT Accounts 2007-2011 (Appendix K) give details of the 3-way financial
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arrangement and shows that for a number of years the visitor centre operated at a
loss. In discussion with SDT a number of factors were suggested which may have
contributed to the poor commercial viability of the centre:
1. Community involvement: the community did not have a strong relationship
with the centre; for example they did not take visitors there or use it
themselves for retail purchases.
2. Local Tourist Information: latterly when the regional Tourist Board became
VisitScotland the local focus of the centre was diluted to follow a more
national strategy.
3. Booking fees: originally the TIC arranged bookings for accommodation and
activities in the area and forward bookings for which a fee was charged.
These fees were as high as £15,000 in early years of operation. Visit
Scotland’s withdrawal from this role reduced this fee to almost nothing by
2007.
4. SDT portfolio: the centre was one of four assets which were considered as a
working portfolio; it was acknowledged that all attractions except the National
Wallace Monument could make a loss and would be supported by profits
from the monument. Overtime this became increasingly unworkable.
5. Lack of investment: there had been no investment in the exhibits at the
centre since it opened in 1994.
6. Economic crisis: the effects of the financial crisis of 2007 were felt in
subsequent years with reduced admission income in 2010 & 2011 and in
particular reduced retail sales.
7. Financial support: whilst the mill had been purchased by the local authority
for use as a TIC and attraction, there was little financial support available
from Stirling Council for the operation of the attraction. The Council
contributing around £4,000 per annum in support of the TIC function;
however SDT are a company and were expected to operate on a commercial
basis. The Council remained responsible for repair costs to the ‘structure’
(external fabric) under the terms of the lease.
8. Management & operation: the withdrawal of VisitScotland in 2009 led to
reduced overheads for SDT with staff employed directly and no management
fee. But there was inadequate time for the potential benefits of this model to
be established when the centre closed in 2011; the already poor turnover
could no longer be sustained by the company.
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5.3.2 Future community use
Public consultation was held in 2011 within the community to gauge interest in the
future of the building and to put forward potential uses. The Old Mill Group have
summarised public suggestions as follows:
−
−
−
−

KAT office / Killin News office;
A ground floor retail outlet - community or otherwise; community-run thrift
shop;
Rental by KAT to a commercial user e.g. a branch of an existing business
such as the Mill at Aberfeldy, delicatessen in Comrie;
A ground floor as a business office.

In discussion with the Old Mill Group, a suggested model for reuse could be:
−
−
−

Ground Floor: Retail unit and café
First Floor: Heritage exhibit; genealogy and local history information
Attic Floor: Office for KAT/Killin News

There are a number of immediate limitations and concerns posed by the building
which have been highlighted by the Old Mill Group:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

No disabled access to upper floors
One small toilet and one coffee making area accessed from the ground floor
room only – limiting mixed occupancy unless other facilities added.
Upper floors, if to be accessed separately, must be by the back /emergency
escape door.
Very limited parking/loading access
No insulation in the attic floor
Unsealed louvred openings in the attic room
Possible noise transmission through the attic floor
Limited storage e.g. for a ground floor facility
May be unable to work with the mill wheel in motion due to
noise/access/space etc.

The above potential uses and concerns have been considered and discussed with
both Planning and Building Regulation authorities.

5.3.3 Planning considerations: change of use
Any changes to the physical building or a change of use may require Planning
Permission from the National Park Authority.
The Old Mill Group have contacted the Planning Department of the National Park
Authority (Emery. 2012), the main points of their response were as follows:
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Current Permission: Stirling Council granted planning permission in 1993 for the use
of the building as a tourist centre including a shop, display area and exhibition space,
and erection of porch. The retail element comprised two areas on the ground floor
with the first and second floors being granted use as exhibition space.
Change of use: Planning permission would be likely to be required unless there is no
significant change from the current uses, i.e. the retail element is similar to that
which was approved and the upper two floors remain as exhibition/display/meeting
space. Any application for change of use would be assessed against the policies of
the National Park Adopted Local Plan.
In relation to the uses under consideration by the Old Mill Group, comments from the
Planning Authority may be summarised as follows:
1. Retail: planning permission would be required if there is a significant change from
the current retail provision, however retail opportunities are supported in principle.
Consultation with Stirling Council as Roads Authority would be required; they would
take into account the existing use as well as the availability of parking within the
locality.
2. Café/Bookshop: planning permission would be required if the café element was to
be the principal use or one of the principal uses of the building. Such uses are
supported where it can be shown that their location would not be detrimental to road
safety or to the occupiers of adjacent properties by virtue of noise, odour or
disturbance. In considering any such proposal consultation would be undertaken
with Stirling Council Roads Authority and Environmental Health departments.
3. Office: planning permission would be required if the building is to be used for
office space (again the Roads Authority would be consulted). Policy RET 2 of the
Local Plan presumes against the change of use of existing retail units.
Notwithstanding this, given that the existing retail use is ancillary to the principal use
of the building, and any new office use would continue to provide economic
opportunities, change of use of office is likely to be acceptable.
4. Tourism Information: in determining any change of use, consideration would
require to be given to any loss of the tourism use of the site. Policy TOUR3 of the
Local Plan presumes against the loss of tourism developments unless it can be
satisfactorily demonstrated that it is not possible to continue with the existing use
due to lack of demand or the existing use can be appropriately relocated to another
suitable site. In support of any application, further information on the loss or
relocation of the tourism use would require to be provided.
In summary, notwithstanding the important issue of the tourist function of the
building, all of the proposed uses would in principle be considered by the Planning
Authority.
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5.3.4 Building Standards: considerations
A Building Warrant for the conversion to the Breadalbane Folklore Centre was
applied for in August 1993, with an amendment in April 1994. The Completion
Certificate is dated 25th July 1994. The application was from the Loch Lomond,
Stirling and Trossachs Tourist Board (now VisitScotland) with Stirling District
Council’s Environment and Technical Services providing the design team. The
warrant (and work) appears to have been executed in at least two phases: firstly for
the ‘site walling, mill wheel and construction of the main stair’; with internal linings,
partitions and mechanical & electrical works a later submission. Drawings and
correspondence are available on microfiche at Stirling Council. Relevant material is
provided in Appendix F.
The Building Warrant (1994) appears to have been based on a balance of
conversion and the impact on the listed building; the building would have a fairly low
occupancy/impact, and be occupied by a single user. The following points are worth
noting:
−
−
−

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Use of attic: the top storey was considered as an existing room and not a
circulation area or escape route;
Escape Route: only one escape route required as 15m travel distance could
be met
Fire resistance: there were a number of interventions as part of the
conversion to improve the fire resistance of the building and protect fire
escape from the building. These include:
A compressible filler – Compriband or similar applied at the floor/ wall junction
at first and second floor perimeters.
1 hour fire resistant lobby at first floor.
All fire doors stated to have ½ hour fire resistance, be self-closing with smoke
seals.
Stair roof timbers coated in Nullfire (or Firecote Varnish) to provide Class 0
spread of flame.
Partition wall between attic room and escape stair stated to be 1 hr fire
resistant (Gyproc metal stud with 2 layers plasterboard each side)
There is no fire lobby at the top floor and the attic store does not have a fire
door as this was not considered to be an ‘escape route’.
Fire resisting floors may not have been installed as the occupancy of the
visitor centre may have been considered similar to the last use of the
building.
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As part of this report discussions took place with Stirling Council Building Control.
Two key considerations came out of this:
1. A change of use to the building may be considered to be a ‘conversion’ of the
building. Conversion will require a Building Warrant.
2. Relaxations over the building: as part of the Building Warrant (1994)
relaxations were granted. A Relaxation was granted to the Building
Standards when certain regulations could not be met. A relaxation would
specify an alternative arrangement approved by the local authority (and Fire
Officer if applicable) to allow completion of the Building Warrant.
These two considerations are described in more detail below.

5.3.5 Building Standards: conversion
Regulation 4 Schedule 2 of the Building Standards (2011) describes ‘conversion’;
point 10 may be applicable to the mill:
“Changes in the occupation or use of a building to accommodate parts in
different occupation where previously it was not so occupied.”
Conversion comes into force if the building takes on a new use, is divided into
different occupancies, or there is a change in the level of occupancy (usually 25%).
The building’s current use (under the terms of the Building Warrant) is a tourist
information centre (with retail outlet at ground floor) and visitor exhibit on the first and
attic floors. If new uses are introduced, or existing uses are significantly extended, a
Building Warrant for conversion may be required. For example, if a café or office
use was proposed, or the retail outlet was expanded. At this point the whole building
will be measured against the current Building Standards (not just work specific to the
conversion). A number of areas of the building do not meet current regulations and
would have to be examined in more detail:
•
•
•
•
•

Toilet provision (staff and public)
Kitchen provision (if a café use)
Fire escape route
Accessibility to upper floors
Energy efficiency

Considering some of the proposed uses for the mill identified by the Old Mill Group,
the following was discussed with Building Control:
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Multiple occupancy
−

−

Installations: The fire alarm system (a requirement of the Relaxation) and the
mechanical ventilation are designed for the building as a whole. If it is
intended to have more than one occupant then separation and establishment
of independent systems would be required.
Existing floor construction: The existing floor does not have any fire rating
and would not meet the requirements for fire separation of compartments in
different occupancy; floors would require to be non-combustible. This would
mean replacement of the existing floors in non-combustible materials.

Changes in Building Standards since 1994
There have been significant changes to the Technical Standards of the regulations
since the Building Warrant was granted in 1994. This will not impact the building if
no ‘conversion’ occurs. However, it is worth noting the following:
Fire escape route: notwithstanding the Relaxation, it should be noted that:
− Headroom – a minimum of 2m headroom is required in any escape route.
This also refers to the use of the attic space where only the area with this
headroom could be occupied. For office use this would suggest 3 to 4
persons could be comfortably accommodated (fig 37).
− Escape Route Width - the existing escape route is approximately 1000mm
wide with one handrail reducing the clear width to 900mm. The width is
dependent on occupancy and use, however the minimum provision (2011) is
900mm clear with a handrail each side. The stair therefore cannot meet
current regulations.
− Fire Doors – the existing doors which open into the escape are 30-minute fire
doors; it is likely 60-minute fire doors would now be required.

Maintain clear escape route –
shown dotted
Full height area approx 16m2
Tables and storage under roof
pitch.

Fig 37: Attic Floor indicating workable area.
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Disability Discrimination Act (DDA): works which are considered a conversion to an
existing building may not have to meet the DDA regulations for Building Standards;
however, it was recommended that an Access Statement be undertaken for any new
uses so that accessibility can be considered fully and what steps may be taken to
make the building as accessible as possible.
Energy efficiency: there is limited insulation in the building (insulating boards were
fitted between roof rafters) and the windows are single glazed. If the building was to
be considered as a conversion, measures to improve the energy performance of the
building would be required. Building Control noted that this would not be as high a
standard as those for new build or conversion of an unoccupied (unheated) building.
Measures such as secondary glazing or more efficient heating could make a
contribution.

Fig 38: Section through St Fillan’s Mill indicating floor heights and the escape stair

Summary
In consideration of the difficulties in conversion of the building to multiple
occupancies, in further discussions with the Old Mill Group it was felt that a single
management of the building would be preferred (for example KAT). In this case,
changes of use to specific floors would be considered less onerously. For example if
the attic was to be used as an office by KAT, then whilst the floor may need to be
upgraded, the timber structure would not need to be replaced. A Building Warrant
application for alteration would be required.
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5.3.6 Building Standards: relaxations
Under the Building Warrant (1994) for the conversion of the mill, the following
Relaxations were granted. A copy of the Relaxation is provided in Appendix F.
1. Fire Escape Route
Relaxation of Regulation 9: Technical Standards D2.3, S2.9 and E2.34 (1991
Regulations)
a) “Non-combustible lobbies: A fire alarm/detection system will be installed to
the satisfaction of the Building Control Authority and Fire Master”
b) “3 risers minimum in a stair flight: The 2 steps will be protected by a doorway,
be well lit and be identified by a change of colour/material on the nosing of
the step.”
c) “Exclusion of stores from protected zone”

Toilet Provision
Relaxation of Regulation 9: Technical Standards M3, M3.5 and T2.4 (1991
Regulations)
“The requirement of the Technical Standards for the provision of adequate sanitary
facilities for each sex including the use by disabled persons:
1) The adjacent public toilets must be incorporated as part of the scheme with a
legal obligation made to bind the two buildings with regard to ownership and
accessibility.
2) The existing public toilets will be upgraded to the satisfaction of the Building
Control Section.
3) Adequate signs must be incorporated into the scheme showing provision and
location of the Mill toilet accommodation.”
This latter Relaxation is particularly important as the public toilets are under the
ownership of Stirling Council and may be considered for closure as part of the
current cutting back of public convenience provision by the Council. Any proposal to
close the toilets would require a Building Warrant application from Stirling Council for
an alteration to the current building arrangement. The Relaxation is part of the legal
requirement of the Building Warrant granted under the Buildings Scotland Act. An
assessment of the application would be made and it is possible the building could
not be used (particularly by the public) until the toilet provision was increased. The
building floor plan is small and options to integrate toilet provision for the public, or
increased staff numbers, would be impossible without significant cost, loss of
‘commercial’ space and compromise of the listed building.
Furthermore, Building Control has indicated that a change of use may require
additional toilets in the building for staff. An additional toilet at ground floor (fig 39) or
in the first floor store was discussed although neither could meet current accessible
standards.
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Fig 39: Possible adaptation to form a second toilet at ground floor level.

5.3.7 Listed Building: considerations
In addition to Planning Permission, as a listed building, any proposed changes to the
building internally, externally or to the curtilage of the building may require Listed
Building Consent. Again, the first contact for this is the National Park Authority.
Possible changes to the building highlighted by the Old Mill Group and discussions
with Building Control have been discussed in principle with the National Park Built
Environment Advisor. The following general comments were received:
Toilet provision: adaptation confined to the service core would seem reasonable.
Windows - attic room: as the slatted openings at the attic floor are not original the
insertion of double glazing would be acceptable providing new windows meet
Historic Scotland’s guidelines for slim-profile units designed to match windows on the
first floor.
Windows - stair: retention of the louvers/boarding would be preferred (to replacement
glazing) to maintain the industrial feel of the building and to provide a visual link to its
original use.
Windows – ground & first floor rooms: Installation of secondary glazing would seem
reasonable in the circumstances where the existing single glazing is in good repair,
providing it is sympathetically designed and installed.
Attic insulation upgrade: As the roof is not original, insulation would be acceptable
providing it was fitted in accordance with Historic Scotland’s guidelines.
Floor fire resistance upgrade: This should be discussed in more detail once any
requirements are clarified, but boarding out the existing ceiling whilst not desirable
would be considered as the ceiling is not original.
All of the above items would require to be part of a listed building application.
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5.3.8 Function Summary
In principle, the changes of use to the building considered by the Old Mill Group
would be acceptable by the Planning Authority. More onerous however, are the
Building Standards and the restricted space of the mill itself; this makes multiple
occupancy by different users problematic.
The small floor plan of the building
makes integrating basic provisions such as toilets impractical, as is evident in the
fact that a relaxation was requested by the local authority at the time of conversion in
1994 to utilise the adjacent public toilets. The introduction of new public facilities,
such as a café, would not be possible without additional toilets in the building. The
site itself provides little potential for extension of the building to add facilities.
The current building use does suit the former mill, having had limited impact on the
original form of the building. In addition, its connection to the heritage of the area
and its role as a visitor attraction sit well with the physical building and its location.
For this reason, options for more extensive alterations or possible expensive
extensions have not been considered. Modest adaptation to the current function to
suit community use should be possible.
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5.4 The Form
5.4.1 Introduction
The continuing viability of the mill is dependent upon the physical sustainability of its
built form. Following Feilden (1994) a review of the strength (or vulnerability) of the
building is made using three considerations:
-

The form of the whole structure
The structural elements (roofs, walls, foundations)
The materials of which the component parts are made.

5.4.2 Current Condition
Under the terms of the previous lease to Stirling District Tourism (1995-2011) Stirling
Council was responsible for the repair of the ‘Structure’ (external fabric) of the asset;
SDT being responsible for the ‘Premises’ i.e. interior, fixtures and fittings. Since
termination of the lease, Stirling Council is responsible for both the Structure and the
Premises. Stirling Council undertakes an inspection of its assets every five years;
this was last undertaken by Bob Heath Architect in 2007. A number of maintenance
items were undertaken subsequently in 2007 including inspection of the roof,
repainting of external handrails and timber walkway, repairs to approach walls,
reapplication of Butinox to eaves timberwork. The report was checked and updated
by Tony Disley, Building Surveyor, Stirling Council in February 2011 when it is
understood some urgent works were carried out. This report, supplied by Stirling
Council, has been used for reference and an external inspection made to accessible
areas only, as part of this plan. A copy of the Heath (2007) report is provided in
Appendix G. The following provides a summary of the current condition of the
building fabric.
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5.4.3 Current Condition: roof

Fig 40: Roof: replaced in 1991

The roof was replaced in 1991 with the original or second hand Scots slate. The
work to the roof is therefore now over twenty years old. It is understood that a
number of maintenance items were undertaken in 2007 including an inspection at
high level. It was only possible to make observations from ground level and in the
attic space. As an invasive investigation has not been undertaken at this stage, it is
not possible to fully ascertain the extent of possible repair, however the following
was noted:

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

slipped slate in gutter (north elevation; fig 40)
vegetation growth blocking gutter to west side of meter store (causing water
to shed onto the masonry).
some moss build up on slates
corroded ridge straps
paint finishes to timberwork beginning to show signs of weathering
localised blistering of paint finishes on cast iron gutters
cement pointing at raggle to lead flashing above entrance porch

In general from the limited inspection, the roof appears to be in a fair condition,
however the above maintenance items will require to be attended to and a detailed
inspection of the roof by experienced traditional roofing contractor is advised.
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5.4.4 Current Condition: external walls

Fig 41: External walls: north elevation has open joints and voids in the rubble masonry as well as moss
built up, possibly from wetting of the wall from the gutter above. Note also the inappropriate cement
repair under the eaves.

The external rubble masonry walls are constructed with local stone bound in
traditional lime mortar or cement mortar where more recent repairs have been
carried out. The south mill wheel elevation and west elevation have been fully
repointed in cement mortar possibly during the 1991 repair works (figs x & 46). All
walls excepting those which are fully cement pointed have weathered finishes
(largely modern exterior paints; figs 43 & 44). Patch repairs in cement mortar are
evident, for example at high level under the overhanging eaves (fig 40), at the blind
doorway on the east elevation and around the escape door on the south elevation
(fig 22). Cement was not traditionally used for masonry construction and is
inappropriate for a number of reasons including its impermability (preventing the
movement of water vapour in the mass masonry wall); lack of flexibly often leading to
cracking; and the hardness of the material leading to sacrificial erosion of
surrounding masonry (the reverse on the intended use of mortar).
As no records of repair have been found, it cannot be stated for certain when parts of
the building were pointed in cement, but it could be presumed that this was during
the external repair works in 1991; in photographs of the building prior to its internal
conversion these repairs are present. It may also be presumed that these were the
only works carried out to the elevations, and therefore no work has been done for
some time to the other areas of masonry or finishes.
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Heath’s survey (2007; Appendix G) recommends removal of all cement pointing
within a 2-year period. Whilst this is desirable for the future condition of the building,
removal of pointing can itself cause damage to the stonework particularly when the
cement pointing is in sound condition. The local stone used for the mill construction
is generally a ‘hard’ stone, which has withstood wetting and drying more robustly
than typical sandstone, so erosion of the stone as a result of the cement pointing is a
low risk. The most likely failure of the masonry would be the cracking of mortar.
Water penetration into the wall core and ultimately the interior of the building could
result even from hairline cracks in the mortar or mortar/stone interface. Therefore
the removal of the cement pointing is a balance between the condition of the building
and the possible risk to the building. It should be noted that notwithstanding the
effects of water entering the building, a damp wall will be less thermally efficiently
and less structurally sound; impermeable cement pointing (and internal paint
finishes) will not allow moisture within the building to escape through the wall fabric.
Cement pointing was also used for the construction of the new entrance porch and
meter store. This uses a natural stone outer leaf with a 50mm cavity and concrete
block internal leaf. The cement pointing is cracked at the re-entrant angles with the
main building which will lead to water ingress.
The condition of the ‘painted’ elevations is arguably most pressing, with a number of
voids and open joints across the elevations which will allow water to penetrate into
the fabric of the wall. Wall finishes are weathered and failing generally (figs 43 &
44).

Fig 42: External walls: cement pointing repairs on exposed masonry
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Fig 43: External walls: painted masonry; the exposed mortar is lime based.

Fig 44: External walls: detail of the north elevation of the former kiln building; showing remains of the
wall finish.
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Fig 45: External walls: detail of the east elevation of the former kiln building; showing whitening of the
stone wall finish (algae build up); note also moss growth on ledges in the stonework where moisture
gathers.

Fig 46: External walls: detail of the south elevation of the mill building; showing masonry pointed in
cement.
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5.4.5 Current Condition: doors and windows
Doors and windows are generally in a good condition although there are early signs
of weathering to the finishes. The Building Warrant drawings suggest that a product
called Hicksons (mahogany) was used for all the stained timber elements on the
building. It should be noted that traditionally timber would normally be painted, not
stained.
Windows are not recessed into a masonry rebate (as is usual in later domestic
buildings) so timber windows are held by wedges internally and cement rendered
ingoes externally. There is no flexible mastic at the timber window/masonry junction.
At the uppermost level of the building in the escape stair and attic room, window
openings are fitted with slats and are open to the outside air. Proprietary boards
have been made to cover the slatted openings but are not a sealed fit. On the stair
the edges have been packed with plastic sheeting.
Internal doors are in a fair condition although it was noted that the fire door to the
store on the first floor landing would not close. This door should be kept locked at all
times when the building is in use as it opens onto the escape route.

5.4.6 Current Condition: interior
Attic Floor
The attic exhibition room is partly lined with exposed masonry gables. No signs of
water ingress or damp were found in the attic floor, and gable pointing appears to be
in reasonable condition; limited access was available due to the existing fixtures and
exhibit. The Building Warrant drawings and correspondence indicate that the
thermal performance of the building was upgraded by installing insulated panels
between the rafters. Building Warrant drawings state “50mm Gyproc thermal board
super fixed with 50mm air gap”. The exposed linings in the attic are painted matt
black but appear to the plasterboard presumably this is the outer face of a composite
insulating board.
Ground & First Floors
At ground and first floor the masonry looks to be painted with a modern film-forming
paint which may be impermeable. From the Building Warrant drawings it is indicated
that a ‘chemical damp proof course’ was used on the masonry, however there are no
obvious signs of an injected damp proofing product on the external elevations
(usually drilled holes close to the ground level). As the ground floor is thought to be
a new floor (1994) then a DPM (damp proof membrane) should have been fitted.
Internally Building Warrant drawings indicate that ‘Thoroseal Tanking’ was applied to
the ground floor walls. If this is the same (or similar) to the current Thoroseal
product this would be a liquid applied to the masonry (grey or white in colour). Only
permeable paints should be applied over this. It is unclear if paint, and if so what
type of paint, has been applied over this.
The paintwork to the south and west
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elevations of the main mill block is showing signs of failure with blistered and stained
paintwork (fig 47). There could be further deterioration behind the fixed wall units on
the west elevation. Notwithstanding the cement pointing on these elevations, there
will be increased moisture levels due to the raised ground level on the west elevation
and wetting of the masonry from the mill wheel movement on the south elevation. If
impermeable paints have been applied this would prevent moisture from evaporating
naturally. It could also suggest that the tanking product has broken down or reached
the end of its life.

Fig 47: Interior: damage to paintwork on the south (mill wheel) elevation.

Staircase
In the staircase (the former kiln block) the masonry is exposed and often blackened
from soot produced by the firing process. The masonry looks not to have had any
repairs in some time and in many areas the pointing has ‘run out’ leaving open joints
(fig 48). Whilst there is no risk of moisture ingress, as in the case of the external
walls, the solid masonry wall does work as a mass wall structure and the integrity of
the internal pointing must be maintained.
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Fig 48: Interior: the staircase walls, were formally the walls of the drying kiln and show this in their soot
blacken stones. The condition of the lime pointing is poor with many open joints.
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5.4.7 Current Condition: mill wheel and infrastructure

Fig 49: Mill infrastructure: rubble walling has collapsed at the diversion hatch in the mill lade.

Part of the mill lade wall where the diversion hatch allows water to release back to
the river has collapsed and is in need of urgent repair to prevent further damage to
the lade (fig 49).
The wheel was not seen in operation, therefore it is not known if it is in full working
order. The external mill wheel was replaced in 2008 by Heritage Engineering and
records suggest it has not been serviced since 2010. There is reference to the brake
being broken in one of the recent condition reports and of the wheel making a
‘grinding noise’ in June 2011.

5.4.8 Current Condition: external
The paint finishes to the external walkway barriers, handrails and external lighting
are weathered. It is understood paint finishes were last applied in 2007.
There has been some movement in the stone paving slabs to the walkway, which
could lead to a trip hazard. The slabs also extend to the building perimeter where
moss build up is evident indicating moisture build up (fig 50).
Coping to the low rubble wall adjacent to the disabled parking bay has collapsed and
is in need of urgent repair. This wall looks to have been poorly repaired in the past
including the use of cement and with large areas of mortar where stone could be
packed more tightly (fig 50).
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No assessment has been made of the condition of the natural green space around
the building which is under Stirling Council ownership. However, it was noted that a
tree from the neighbouring property is overhanging the west roof and could lead to
damage.

Fig 50: (left) stone paving has evidence of some movement which could lead to a trip hazard; there is
also moss build up at the junction of the building wall; (right) damage to the low boundary wall.

5.4.9 Condition Summary
The building is in fair condition but has a number of repair requirements and further
areas of inappropriate historic repair which could cause problems in the future.
Repair proposals and priorities are outlined in section 6.4.
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Section 6: Conservation Policies

6.1 Introduction
Conservation policies are the “heart” of the conservation plan, designed “…to ensure
that projects will preserve, maintain or enhance the heritage merit of the asset…”
(HLF, 1998, 13). It is necessary that these policies are consistent with national
legislation and local priorities regarding the conservation of the built heritage. It is
also important that policies follow logically from sections 4 and 5; in this way the
conservation plan can provide an informed ‘vision’ for the site, which can be adopted
by the relevant parties.

6.2 The ‘vision’
The vision for the asset, and the following conservation policies, are dependent upon
three main conclusions:
-

St Fillan’s Mill is an important part of the heritage of Killin;

-

Repairs are required to conserve the fabric and structure of the mill;

-

The community wish to identify a sustainable use for the mill.

The ‘vision’ for the asset is therefore to:
To conserve the mill for future generations of the community through
its physical repair and suitable use.
The following proposals relate directly to the vision of the asset.
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6.3 Conservation Proposals: Function
Grain mills, like many of Scotland’s industrial buildings, have gained in recognition
over the last few decades; however the redundancy of their original function means
that in the majority of cases only their successful conversion to a new viable use has
sustained them.
St Fillan’s Mill is no different in this regard, even before its
conversion in the early 1990s to the Breadalbane Folklore Centre, the building had
been altered on two occasions firstly as a weaving mill and then as a woollen outlet
shop.
The building originated to provide a service to the local community, and when it fell
into disuse it was the support and determination of the community which helped
secure its future. During the fundraising for the purchase of the building by Stirling
District Council, the local community provided funds (in the form of gifts and loans)
totalling £11,000 towards the purchase price of £29,000. About £3,600 of this sum
was repaid meaning that the community retains a significant investment in the
building (Appendix D).
At recent public meetings called to discuss the future of the mill (and a questionnaire
circulated to all households) there has been good community support.
“Recent public meetings demonstrated the community wish to see the Old
Mill building retained as a community asset”.
(KAT, 2012B, 13)

6.3.1 Role of Killin & Ardeonaig Trust
Killin and Ardeonaig Community Development Trust (KAT) was set up by the Killin
Community Council following the extensive community consultation that led to Killin’s
Community Action Plan 2007-11. KAT was registered in October 2007 as a private
limited Company (No. 332775) and Scottish Charity (SC 038852). The Trust covers
the Killin Community Council Area plus some adjoining areas which follow under the
jurisdiction of Perth & Kinross Council (refer map Appendix A). The Trust is
governed by a Board of Directors, including two Community Councillors and a
member of Environmental Action Killin (EAK). The current Chair is Willie Angus.
The Trust was established to help implement the Killin Action Plan. The aims of the
Trust include:
−
−
−

improving the environment;
supporting education, leisure facilities and local business development;
maintaining structures of historical significance for the benefit of the
community.
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In relation to the St Fillan’s Mill, KAT’s powers include the ability to:
−
−
−
−
−

exercise the Community Right to Buy;
acquire and manage assets for the benefit of the community;
preserve historic buildings;
promote trade and advance education;
seek funds and accept grants, gifts, donations and objects.

Furthermore, KAT’s vision includes the objective of establishing a physical village
base:
“The Trust was set up to empower the community and to obtain its
objectives from the Community Development Plan 2007-11. KAT still
seeks a central location, a presence in the village, from where it can
promote its identity and manage its affairs, a place where it can be
contacted by members of the community and from where it can coordinate
community activities.”
(KAT, 2011, 4)
In the recent review of the Killin Action Plan (2012) one of the required facilities in
the village is
“A Community Resource Centre development to bring together several
community activities and act as a central hub for the village”
St Fillan’s Mill could provide a location for an office for KAT and furthermore the
commercial potential of the visitor attraction and retail outlet would meet another of
KAT’s aims to,
“…develop a small funding stream to provide the community with a greater
capacity to initiate and develop activities, opportunities which might
otherwise be lost.”
(KAT, 2011, 4)
KAT are therefore well suited to take responsibly for the asset on behalf of the local
community and under the Action Plan (2012) the Old Mill Steering Group was
established to explore a sustainable use for the mill with a view to purchasing the
building on behalf of the community.

6.3.2 Potential Community Partners
There are a number of other voluntary organisations in Killin and the surrounding
area which could contribute and benefit from the use of the building. In particular the
Environmental Action Killin (EAK), the Killin Heritage Society and the Killin News, a
volunteer bimonthly local newspaper, profits of which are donated to local activities.
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There are a number of artists and craftspeople in the area, and in Killin there are two
art based businesses: Killin Gallery (antiques, fine art, curios) and The Studio (local
artists, photography and craft).

6.3.3 Heritage and Tourist Function
As the Killin Action Plan (2012) identifies, Killin is the natural service hub for the
district, but a significant number of retail businesses are largely dependant on
tourism, the Action Plan suggests that tourism activity could be increased by:
1. attracting larger visitor numbers and over a greater part of the year;
2. getting visitors to stay longer in the area and return in the future.
To achieve this there is a need for:
−
−
−

better marketing;
more things to do and visit;
enhancement of visitor facilities and the visitor experience.

Difficulties with the operation of the Breadalbane Folklore Centre are described in
section 5.3.1. However, these points from the Action Plan suggest the village cannot
afford to loose the mill as a visitor attraction. Moreover the mill is located in a prime
position and has a strong identity, characteristics which are beneficial to the sense of
place in Killin and potentially useful in any branding of the village as discussed in the
Action Plan.
Therefore finding a viable heritage and tourist function for mill has to be an important
consideration for both the community and the Planning Authority (section 5.3.3).
This function should not exclude the community but be a better fit to local needs and
an opportunity to develop local skills and knowledge.
One example of this is the great deal of useful and important information about the
history and heritage of the village and local area which has been collated by the Killin
Heritage Society. There is both a desire to share this information more widely with
the community and visitors, as well as requiring a repository for artefacts,
photographs and other information. Some of the previous exhibit in the Breadalbane
Folklore Centre belongs to the Killin Heritage Society and there is further material
which could be displayed (Appendix E).
The closure of the centre has meant the loss of the Tourist Information Centre in the
village. There is a strong desire to develop locally run tourist information and
discussions suggest business premises in the village centre are willing to provide
this service tailored to the local area. This could potentially reduce the footfall at the
mill, for example over the last 5 years a minimum of approx. 21,000 people went to
the centre, with on average 4,700 to the exhibit (Appendix K). This could have a
further impact on retail sales, so careful consideration on these issues in conjunction
with other tourist outlets in the village is required.
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6.3.4 Proposed Function
As discussed in section 5 a number of uses for the mill have been identified by the
Old Mill Group. Initial findings of this plan have focused suggestions and in the short
term it is advised that a minimal intervention approach it taken. One model for reuse
may be as follows:
2nd Floor: office space/base for KAT (desks, storage under coomb).
1st Floor: a flexible community space with
– Display and access to local heritage documents, artefacts, and KHS
database (possible computer station/desk for 2 people).
– Small community meeting / educational space.
– Permanent display cases on the walls, flexible demountable display
stands for rotating exhibits.
– Use 1st floor store for folding chairs/tables etc.
Ground Floor: retail outlet and reception
– Products relating to the local area, local producers, artists,
craftspeople etc.
– Thrift shop to reduce landfill and promote recycling, generate
volunteer involvement and experience.
A number of works may be required to the building depending on its future use.
These are difficult to detail at present but the following options were suggested to
give KAT an indication of possible costs. Budget cost for each option are given
below with individual item costs prepared by Surveying Solutions Ltd. provided in
Appendix H.
Note these works are in addition to the repairs (section 6.3) which should be carried
out no matter what the proposed use of the building is.

Option 1
The building is generally used as existing with no conversion or significant
alterations. A budget cost of £16,000 could cover redecoration, flooring and
adjustments to slatted windows.
Redecoration
− Ground floor walls: removal of existing paint finishes and application of
breathable paints.
− 1st floor: reapplication of paint finishes.
− 2nd floor: redecorate over existing black painted plasterboard walls and
ceiling.
Flooring
− 1st floor: new flooring
− 2nd floor: new floor finish over existing timber boarding.
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Window openings (dependant on discussions with NPA)
− Replace existing slatted windows to allow daylight into upper stairwell and 2nd
floor. Manufacture and install double glazing units to match first floor design.
− Or manufacture and install fitted timber boarded units to slatted window
openings in the upper stairwell and 2nd floor (5 no. windows have varyingly
poorly fitted panels).

Option 2
The building would be altered to retain the use of the ground and 1st floors as
existing with an office on the 2nd floor. A budget cost of £24,000 could cover the
following:
− Install an additional toilet at ground floor level (or 1st floor store)
− Removal of 2 No. slatted window openings in attic room and installation of
double glazed made to measure windows to match design on 1st floor.
− Adjustments or replacement of 3 No. stairwell windows as Option 1.
− Upgrade existing attic insulation with proprietary slim board to roof and eaves
walls.
− Manufacture and install fixed secondary glazing units to remainder of
windows to ground and 1st floors (8no. total).
− Floor treatments to provide fire separation.
− Alterations to existing fire alarm systems to allow separate operation of 2nd
floor.
− Alterations to existing heating and mechanical systems to allow separate
operation of 2nd floor.
Costs exclude professional fees, VAT and statutory application fees. Planning
Permission, Listed Building Consent and Building Warrant are likely to be required
for all of the above.
The above options exclude any fixtures and fittings or other work to electrical and
mechanical installations. For example the following may be required:
−
−
−
−

new exhibit displays, flexible, demountable displays to create a flexible space
at first floor;
shop shelving (or reuse/paint/adapt existing); reception desk;
folding chairs/ tables for use at first floor;
IT set up for first and second floor.
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6.4 Conservation Proposals: Condition
The following list of potential works has been prepared with reference to
recommendations made in Heath (2007; Appendix G) and on-site observations by
Sonya Linskaill RIAS RIBA and Kenneth Lang, Surveying Solutions Ltd in March
2012.
Works in the report are identified as follows:
−
−
−

Urgent: undertake within the year
Immediate: undertake within 3 years
Necessary: undertake within 5-10 years

6.4.1 Roof
The following is recommended:
Urgent work (this year; prior to purchase):
Detailed high level inspection of the roof undertaken by an experienced traditional
roofing contractor.
This could be carried out in association with required
maintenance including:

−
−
−

replacement of any slipped slates
removal of vegetation growth blocking gutter to west side of meter store
removal of moss build up on slates

The inspection should include assessment of:
1. All timber elements (exposed purlins, timber lining boards and corbels)
checking for rot, insect attack and condition of finishes
2. Check condition of existing slates and nails
3. Check and replace rusted ridge straps as required
4. Check condition of all lead valleys and flashings
5. Inspect the timber and lead ventilator
6. Clear gutters and check condition of cast iron, fixing junctions and
paintwork.
7. Make temporary repairs as required and report of any repair requirements
Immediate work (within 3 years):
Paint finishes to timberwork are beginning to show signs of weathering; and there is
localised blistering of cast iron paint finishes. The following is recommended:
1. Prepare and apply fresh coatings to match of existing finishes to all high
level and roof timber.
2. Prepare and apply fresh coatings to match of existing finishes to cast iron
gutters and downpipes as required.
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6.4.2. Walls
Work to the external masonry could possibly be carried out over a longer period, or
tackled in one project if funding was available. The following is recommended:
Essential (continuous)
1. In areas where external cement pointing is present, monitor the internal
and external condition of the masonry in a regular and planned
programme. Take action to repair if cracking or erosion appears. Repair
in an appropriate lime mortar.
Urgent work (this year):
1. Cut out and repoint in lime mortar the joint at re-entrant angles where
porch meets main wall.
2. Remove mastic pointing at re-entrant angle to kiln building and repoint in
lime mortar.
3. Cutback ground to west elevation to extent of existing low retaining wall.
Repair newly exposed masonry as required in lime mortar.
Immediate work (within 3 years):
The following could be tackled in one contract:
1. Existing ‘painted’ elevations in general: shift brush of elevation removing
all loose finishes; rake out any loose or failed pointing including cement
repairs; repoint any voids in appropriate lime mortar;
2. Remove high level cement pointing below eaves and to repairs on east
gable and repoint in appropriate lime mortar.
3. Remove cement pointing to raggle above entrance roof and repoint in
lime mortar or proprietary sealant (dependant on joint size/detail)
4. Cut joint in cement render at timber window/ masonry junction and apply
traditional sand mastic.
Necessary/Desirable (within 5-10years)
Notwithstanding the recommendation above to monitor the condition of areas with
cement pointing, it may be desirable within the next 5-10 years to remove this
pointing and repair in lime mortar. This principally affects the south mill wheel and
west elevations.
Similarly, limewash finishes have been recommended by Heath (2007). Lime wash
is a breathable and sacrificial finish which protects the masonry and can enhance the
appearance of the building. The current finishes appear to be predominately modern
paint, although there may be have been lime wash finishes in the past. New
limewash could only be applied over a sound base and therefore existing paint
finishes would require to be removed (using hand tools only, no mechanical or power
washes). This work would need to be considered further, with advice from the
National Park Authority regarding its suitability for the listed building. Lime wash to
the mill wheel wall would be problematic as the additional wetting would accelerate
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the wear of the limewash; it is noted that this elevation and the west have no
coatings and therefore it is presumed that coatings to the other elevations were
applied for aesthetic reasons to draw attention to the mill from the Main Street when
is was a retail outlet (i.e. woollen mill/shop).
The future user of the building may similarly wish to enhance the building’s
appearance. Limewash will give a layer of protection to the masonry but does need
regular reapplication.
It is recommended that both the removal of the cement pointing and lime washing
form part of a 10-year plan for the building.

6.4.3 Windows and Doors
Immediate work (within 3 years):
1. Check timber work for rot and insect attack.
2. Check condition of window putty and replace as required prior to painting
3. Prepare and paint with fresh coatings to match existing finishes.

6.4.4 Interior
Urgent work (this year; prior to purchase):
1. Investigate suspected areas of damp on ground floor walls further; take
remedial action including possible removal of paint finishes, prepare walls
and apply breathable finishes.
2. Specialist contractor to check all electrical and mechanical installations
including fire detection and air recirculation systems. Recommendations
for any required upgrading to be made.
3. All fire doors to be checked for operation – fire door to store on first floor
landing appears not to close.
Immediate work (within 3 years):
1. Point internal stairwell walls in lime mortar, use stone pinnings as
required to larger joints (over 50mm high).

6.4.5 Mill wheel and infrastructure
Heritage Engineering (2007) highlighted some of the difficulties with the previous mill
wheel. In particular due to the wheel only operating in the summer months, in the
winter the static wheel gave considerable maintenance issues. The timber wheel
becomes out of balance as half the wheel is damp and half exposed to the elements
(wetting and drying); wooden joints and bracings become loose. In working
conditions the wheel would have an even moisture content and regular maintenance.
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The previous wheel survived for 15 years (1993-2008), but the new wheel
construction should last for at least 30 years (HE, 2007). The design is a replica of
the Victorian design however, incorporates modern modular techniques so parts to
can be replaced without skilled millwrights; materials have been improved, the new
wheel using hardwood and painted galvanised steel plate.
The service regime and operational condition of the wheel are unknown therefore the
following is recommended:
Urgent work (this year; prior to purchase):
1. Service of mill wheel and operational infrastructure by a specialist
millwright. Works to make wheel operational undertaken.
2. Rebuild mill lade wall.
Immediate work (within 3 years):
1. Prepare and paint metal elements of the wheel and lade gate.
Annually
1. Undertake regular annual service as specialist recommendations.
Heritage Engineering (2007) provided a recommended maintenance
regime as follows:
Year 4-10 (2012 – 2018)
Maintenance service prior to seasonal operation by specialist millwright – estimate
for service, parts and consumables (excludes unforeseen breakages or damage to
wheel or components) = £520.
Year 11-20 (2019 – 2028) as above £700
Year 21- 30 (2029 - 2038) as above £900
If well maintained the wheel could survive beyond the 30 year estimate.

6.4.6 External
Urgent work (this year; prior to purchase):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove vegetation to building perimeter and drainage gulleys.
Relay stone slabs where settlement could create tip hazards.
Repair boundary wall on approach to disabled parking area.
Remove moss to coping stones of walkway walls and low wall to mill lade;
repoint if required.
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Immediate work (within 3 years):
1. Prepare and paint timber and metal work to walkway, external lights and
handrails with fresh coatings to match existing finishes.
2. Uplift slabs and relay to fall away from the building perimeter.

6.4.7 Maintenance Plan
Some of the above recommendations could be described as maintenance, or should
have been deal with under a regular proactive maintenance regime. It should be
noted that the above does not cover all regular maintenance task for the building.
An allowance should be made for this. It is recommended that a 10-year costed
maintenance plan be prepared to assist the future regular management and
financing of the building.

6.4.8 Summary
The following combines the above points with budget costs. The total budget cost for
the items below is £53,650. Individual item costs prepared by Surveying Solutions
are provided in Appendix H.
Urgent work (this year; prior to purchase): Budget Cost: £11,300
1. Detailed high level inspection and maintenance of the roof.
2. Investigate suspected areas of damp on ground floor walls, possible removal
of paint finishes, prepare walls and apply breathable finishes.
3. Specialist contractor to check all electrical and mechanical installations
including fire detection and air recirculation systems. Recommendations for
any required upgrading to be made.
4. All fire doors to be checked for operation – fire door to store on first floor
landing appears not to close.
5. Service of mill wheel and operational infrastructure by a specialist millwright.
Works to make wheel operational undertaken.
6. Rebuild mill lade wall.
7. Remove vegetation to building perimeter and drainage gulleys.
8. Relay stone slabs where settlement could create tip hazards.
9. Repair boundary wall on approach to disabled parking area.
10. Remove moss to coping stones of walkway walls and low wall the mill lade.

Urgent work (this year): Budget Cost: £1,700
1. Cut out and repoint in lime mortar the joint at re-entrant angles where porch
meets main wall.
2. Remove mastic pointing at re-entrant angle to kiln building and repoint in lime
mortar.
3. Cutback ground to west elevation to extent of existing low retaining wall.
Repair newly exposed masonry as required in lime mortar.
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Immediate work (within 3 years): Budget Cost: £22,750
1. Existing ‘painted’ elevations in general: shift brush of elevation removing all
loose finishes; rake out any loose or failed pointing including cement repairs;
repoint any voids in appropriate lime mortar.
2. Remove high level cement pointing below eaves and to repairs on east gable
and repoint in appropriate lime mortar.
3. Remove cement pointing to raggle above entrance roof and repoint in lime
mortar or proprietary sealant (dependant on joint size/detail)
4. Cut joint in cement render at timber window/ masonry junction and apply
traditional sand mastic.
5. Prepare and apply fresh coatings to match existing finishes to all high level
and roof timber.
6. Prepare and apply fresh coatings to match existing finishes to cast iron
gutters and downpipes as required.
7. Check condition of window putty and replace as required prior to painting.
8. Window and doors: prepare and paint with fresh coatings to match existing
finishes.
9. Point internal stairwell walls in lime mortar, use stone pinnings as required to
larger joints (over 50mm high).
10. Prepare and paint metal elements of the wheel and lade gate. (check)
11. Prepare and paint timber and metal work to walkway and external lights with
fresh coatings to match existing finishes.
12. Cut back paving to building perimeter, dig out channel and fill with gravel to
assist in drainage.
Necessary/Desirable (5-10years) Budget Cost: £17,900
1. Removal of cement pointing
2. Application of limewash finishes
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6.5 Conservation Proposals: cultural heritage
The following proposals are geared towards instilling local awareness of the asset’s
broad heritage significance.
-

Consider the heritage component of the future use of the mill.

-

Reuse or prepare display boards about the mill and local folklore traditions.

-

Consider the return of the St Fillan’s Healing Stones to the mill (if not possible
make information available on their location). Maintain the annual ceremony
of bedding the stones, perhaps at the mill.

-

Participate in annual Doors Open Days events.

-

Consider joining SPAB’s National Mill network and National Mills Weekend.

-

Explore the opportunity to redevelop the Breadalbane Folklore Centre
website or establish a new website for the mill building.

-

Keep information up to date on progress at the mill on KAT’s website and
participate in other local community websites such as www.killin.co.uk. etc.

-

Investigate funding opportunities to explore and share the heritage of the mill

6.6 Funding
A variety of funding sources could be investigated which provide support for
community projects and/or heritage and buildings; different funders may be able to
contribute to different aspects of a project. The following project categories identified
by the Old Mill Group require funding:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Feasibility study of identified options
Business Plan
Purchase
Repair
Possible adaptations and improvements
Equipment, fixtures and fittings
Staff / management / project development
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A number of major funders are identified below with further details in Appendix L:
1. Historic Scotland: repair grants / maintenance plan funding.
2. Heritage Lottery Fund: repair/adaptation/heritage interpretation/ projects
involving young people and/or the community in their heritage.
–
–

Young Roots
Your Heritage

3. Big Lottery Fund:
– Investing in Communities grant scheme including grants for Growing
Community Assets which aim to help communities have more control
and influence over their own future through ownership of physical
assets. Growing Community Assets will focus strongly on tackling
needs in the local area.
–

Investing in Ideas grant scheme that provides groups with an
opportunity to spend time and money developing ideas that have a
clear public benefit. Grants help to test and develop ideas that could
eventually become fully-fledged projects. Grant can cover the costs
of:
market research
feasibility studies
business planning
training for your committee
exchange visits in UK to see how other projects work
community consultation
professional advice
technical reports and scheme design studies

–

Village SOS is an initiative to help kick start a rural revival using the
power of sustainable community enterprise. It will support inspiring
business ideas that will bring communities together and support
activities or enterprises that tackle the challenges they face.

4. Scotland Rural Development Programme (SRDP)
– LEADER aimed at promoting economic and community development
within rural areas. Support will be aimed primarily at small-scale,
community driven projects that are pilot and innovative in nature.
5. Waste & Resources Action Programme and the Community Recycling
Network for Scotland.
– INCREASE a programme to help not-for-profit, community-based
organisations develop projects that will increase the reduction, reuse
and recycling of waste in line with the move towards a Zero Waste
Scotland.
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There are number of smaller independent funders which may accept applications for
the repair of the mill, more probably if others have already committed funds. This list
is not exhaustive but funds will be very competitive.
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Ellis Campbell Foundation
G C Gibson trust
Idlewild trust
Garfield Weston foundation
Bernard Sunley foundation
Dalrymple Donaldson fund
Alan Evans trust
Woodroffe Benton foundation

6.7 Next Steps
Stirling Council requires the community to develop a feasibility study and business
plan for the intended use of the building showing its sustainability.
In order to
forward plans for the reuse of the mill and test viability of current ideas the following
is suggested:

−

Discussion with Stirling Council on the maintenance and repairs required to
the building.

−

Seek security from Stirling Council that the public toilets, legally tied to the
building, will remain open.

−

Explore grant funding streams in detail for various aspects of the proposed
community use of the building.

−

Secure volunteers to operate the building for a short term trial and undertake
enabling work and research.

−

Weigh up the pros and cons of a ‘Less than Best Price’ lease versus LTBP
purchase of the building. Consider if a short lease to test ideas and support
would be beneficial.

−

Develop ideas for use of the first floor space, what materials should be
displayed etc. and what fixtures/fittings may be required.

−

Clarify the tourist function of the building in relation to other developments
and existing resources in the village. Discuss this with the Planning Authority.

−

Make applications for statutory permissions once ideas are clarified.
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Section 7: Implementation and Review
This conservation plan will contribute to future consultations which may affect the
heritage asset. The plan is a valuable tool in measuring the impact of future
proposals for the asset and the site, and can be instrumental in stimulating proactive
conservation.
The plan should be reviewed as required.
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